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EASY, DELICIOUS ONE POT MAC & CHEESE
•5 cups whole milk
•1 box macaroni
•½ cup butter

•2 cups cheddar cheese
•salt, to taste
•pepper, to taste
•fresh parsley, to serve

Preparation
In a large pot on medium-high heat, gently heat the milk to a simmer.
Add in the elbow macaroni. Cook until the pasta is tender.
Once the noodles are cooked, turn off the heat. Add in the butter,
cheddar, salt, and pepper. Fold these ingredients with the pasta until
the cheese and butter melt into the milk to create a thick sauce.
Sprinkle with parsley and serve! Enjoy.

WANTED: AUTOBODY TECHS
IN ASHERN, MB 20-30$/HR
Roadrunners Auto (Ashern
location) is an I-CAR GOLD
certified autobody repair shop
also offering mechanics and
used car sales.
2 Locations (Ashern & Fairford) in business for over 30 years!
We are family owned and
operated.
QUALIFICATIONS: Journeyman/Red seal certified
OR equivalent experience
- Valid driver's license
- Ability to lift 50+ pounds

Attention Noventis CU Members:
The boards for Noventis Credit Union, Access Credit Union and
Sunova Credit Union have signed an amalgamation agreement and
are now turning to our members, our staff, and our respective
communities for your participation and your support as we proceed
towards a member vote on January 25-27, 2022
MEMBER VOTE

January 25 – January 27, 2022
Voting begins at 9:00 AM CST on January 25 and ends
during the Special Meeting of Members on January 27.
Vote results will be announced prior to adjournment.
SPECIAL MEETING OF MEMBERS

January 27, 2022 at 6:00 PM CST
Held virtually. Pre-register to attend at cusuccess.ca.

ACCESS

C R E D I T

U N I O N

cusuccess.ca

WHAT WE OFFER:
- Competitive wage (dependent
on experience/qualifications)
- Benefit plan
- health/dental/vision
- Full-time working hours:
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Monday to Friday
For more information, contact
us at 204-768-2667 or
submit your resume to
ashernroad@hotmail.com.
We look forward to hearing from you!

RV BOARDING

KENNEL

(204)-739-3445
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Life’s Natural Rhythm

Slowing down and listening to your own natural rhythm can quickly connect you to
the Universe.
Nature's natural rhythms orchestrate when day turns to night, when flowers must
bloom, and provides the cue for when it is time for red and brown leaves to fall from
trees. As human beings, our own inner rhythm is attuned to this universal sense of
timing. Guided by the rising and setting of the sun, changes in temperature, and our own internal rhythm, we know when it is
time to sleep, eat, or be active. While our minds and spirits are free to focus on other pursuits, our breath and our heartbeat are
always there to remind us of life's pulsing rhythm that moves within and around us.
Moving to this rhythm, we know when it is time to stop working and when to rest. Pushing our bodies to work beyond their
natural rhythm diminishes our ability to renew and recharge. A feeling much like jet lag lets us know when we've overridden
our own natural rhythm. When we feel the frantic calls of all we want to accomplish impelling us to move faster than is natural
for us, we may want to breathe deeply instead and look at nature moving to its own organic timing: birds flying south, leaves
shedding, or snow falling. A walk in nature can also let us re-attune is to her organic rhythm, while allowing us to move back in
time with our own. When we move to our natural rhythm, we can achieve all we need to do with less effort.
We may even notice that our soul moves to its own internal, natural rhythm -- especially when it comes to our personal evolution.
Comparing ourselves to others is unnecessary. Our best guide is to move to our own internal timing, while keeping time with the
rhythm of nature.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Lakeshore Women’s
Resource Centre
@ #9 Main Street in Ashern
is accepting applications for

Counsellor/
Community Resource
Co-ordinator
Full-time position start date:
February 14th/2022.

If you believe
that you’re truly one
in a million, there are
still approximately
7,184 more people out
there just like you.

Word + Puzzle = Wuzzle

Submit letter of application and
resume to Hiring Committee,
complete with 3 references
& their contact info
to Indentgal@gmail.com.
Application deadline:
January 28th /2022.
For more information,
contact Hiring Committee
at above email address.
We thank all those who apply,
but only those considered for
an interview will be contacted.
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PETITION TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS & DEATHS ON HIGHWAY 6
MEDIA RELEASE - January 19, 2022 #SaferHighway6
A SAFER 6 PETITION: https://chng.it/mdTQ9k9V
The recent, yet avoidable, car accident and death of Thompson’s
MLA Danielle Adams, as she was driving to Winnipeg on Highway 6
and hit a semi-trailer head on, was a terrible tragedy and loss that
never should have happened. Poor road conditions played a role
that day.

CLICK HERE TO
JOIN THIS GROUP

It shocked everyone regardless of their political bent. Her death,
as a young MLA, has now brought the issue to top of mind. A group
of very concerned citizens in northern Manitoba have launched a
petition to bring attention to the underlying condition of how
dangerous Highway 6 is. A strong grass roots appeal to the
provincial government is now demanding highway improvements
for safety reasons over the next three years. The petition has
already reached 2000 signatures in only four days.

Adam’s accident highlighted the risk and danger Northerners face when traveling as Highway 6 services much of
northern Manitoba and reaches Thompson as Hub of the North. This 750 km stretch of highway has suffered a
long list of accidents from roll overs to more serious accidents resulting long term injuries, paralysis, and deaths.
The petition identifies many incidents. The personal, social, health, and economic costs have become unacceptable.
For many years, people and groups have lobbied different governments for improvements to this highways to
reduce the risk when driving. More so, since dozens of semi-trailers and double length trailers began to drive the
route daily in summer and winter.
Billowing snow in winter behind semis creates blind conditions with every trailer passing. Individual and family
drivers often endure highly stressful conditions when they travel for holidays, sport tournaments, medical
appointments, and business trips to the south.
The lack of wide, safe shoulders, lack of passing lanes, lack of rest stops, slow snow clearing, slow accident
response times, etc all contribute to these conditions and results. Northerners are now speaking up and taking a
strong stance and petitioning for highway improvements before more lives are lost.
The Province spent some $100 million on highway and bridge improvements in 2021. It’s now time to dedicate a
significant amount of funding to the North over the next three years starting in 2022.
The petition’s preamble highlights solutions that could reduce the accident and death factor by 50 to 80%!
The organizers are now reaching out to all communities and First Nations in northern Manitoba to increase the
signatures and send a strong measure the Province. The petition was the idea of Bev Rolsky in Thompson and a
working group of citizens, Brenda Redman, Volker Beckmann, Inez Vystrcil, and Lindsay Anderson, have become
very involved and determined. We all know of friends who have been in these accidents and many have had their
own share of close calls on Highway 6.
Our objective is to keep the petition non-political and focus on safety and reducing driving risk factors. We will be
gathering forces with northern mayors, First Nation Chiefs, and Chambers of Commerce to keep the petition at a
high public level to build a strong base of grass roots support. The #SaferHighway6 group will look forward to
meeting with the Minister of Infrastructure in the near future. For more information or suggestions, contact us at
ManitobaHighway6@gmail.com. We will try to respond as soon as we can.
THE FACEBOOK PAGE FOR PETITION UPDATES: www.facebook.com/saferhighway6
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PHOTO FIXING & COLOURING ** CONTACT US
email: thearoundtown2020@gmail.com

CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS!

Alcoholics
Anonymous
Contact #’s
“A day without
sunshine is
like, you
know, night.”
~Steve Martin

Lundar:
(204) 739-8093
Eriksdale:
(204) 739-6454
Toll Free #:
1-(877) 942-0126
Central office:
(204) 943-6051

YOUR AD HERE
Single ad space

2.6” X 2” AD SPACE
$36.66 + GST = $38.50
Your ad is seen by our thousands
of email subscribers and more!

Click here to book an ad.
John Warms is a Manitoba author who is currently living in Fairford, MB. His books ‘Strange
Creatures Seldom Seen’ and ‘Over the Prison Wall: The Story of Percy Moggey are
available in print, Ebook and PDF forms.
Both of John Warms’ books are available online at:
www.blueravendesign.ca/john-warms-author. They are also available at .
the following locations;R.M. of Grahamdale Office in Moosehorn, MB.; R.M. of West
Interlake--Ashern & Eriksdale offices & The Roviera Campground in Fairford, MB.
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BROWNIE
CAKE
CHEESECAKE
CHOCOLATE
COBBLER
COOKIE
CUPCAKE
DOUGHNUT

FLAN
FRUIT
FUDGE
ICE CREAM
MILKSHAKE
MOUSSE
PARFAIT
PASTY

PIE
PUDDING
SMORES
SORBET
SUNDAE
TART
TRIFLE
TRUFFLE
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Want to see your business or
organization below and grow
your Facebook following?
Email us to book your space:
thearoundtown2020@gmail.com

ARE YOU ON FACEBOOK?
CLICK THE SQUARES!
Each one leads to its
respective Facebook
page or group.

MANITOBA
EMERGENCY

REPORTS &
NOTIFICATIONS

STEEP ROCK,
MANITOBA
on Facebook

The Around Town Paper Online

MANITOBA
AUTHOR
JOHN WARMS
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